
Wireless iPad keyboard Omoton KB088 with tablet holder (rose Ref: 6975969180336
Wireless iPad keyboard Omoton KB088 with tablet holder (rose golden)

Wireless keyboard for iPad with tablet holder KB088 Omoton (pink)
Make it  easy to use your iPad. The Omoton KB088 Wireless Keyboard features 78 keys and has a retractable stand on which you can
place  your  tablet  or  phone.  It  also  offers  plenty  of  useful  keyboard  shortcuts.  The  device  connects  to  your  iPad  via  Bluetooth  and  is
powered by just two AAA batteries (not included).
 
Retractable stand
Now you can work, take notes or just surf the web even more comfortably. The keyboard is equipped with a pull-out stand on which you
can stand your smartphone or iPad stably. The stand is compatible with devices with a diagonal of 4-11″. It will give you more comfort
and save space on your desk! What's more, when you don't need the holder, you can simply fold it up and slide it into the keyboard.
 
Smooth, reliable operation
The keyboard features a QWERTY layout and is equipped with 78 scissor-switched keys for smooth operation and fast response times.
With a lifespan of up to 3 million keystrokes, it's sure to serve you well for a long time. There are also a number of keyboard shortcuts
available, allowing you to adjust the screen brightness and volume conveniently, for example.
 
Broad compatibility - stable connection
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The product is compatible with both iPadOS and iOS. This means you can easily pair it with both selected iPad and iPhone models. What's
more, the keyboard connects to your devices via Bluetooth, so you can enjoy a fast, stable and reliable transmission. Forget about delays
and signal quality problems!
 
Long battery life
To power the keyboard, you need two AAA batteries (not included), which you can easily buy in many shops. You won't need to replace
them too often either.  The keyboard offers  up to  30 days of  uninterrupted operation.  It  also automatically  enters  sleep mode to  save
power. As a result, it can last you up to 6 months before you need to buy new batteries!
 
Portable design
This  practical  keyboard  can  accompany  you  almost  anywhere.  Weighing  only  about  300  g,  it  is  compact  enough  to  fit  easily  into  a
backpack or handbag. Take it with you to university, work or the library with ease. What's more, thanks to the quiet keys, you don't have
to worry about the clicking noise disturbing anyone! All this means you can make it easy to work with your iPad wherever you want.
 
Manufacturer	
Omoton
Model	
KB088
Colour	
Pink
Connection	
Wireless
Interface	
Bluetooth
Number of keys	
78
Switches	
Scissors
Key life	
Approx. 3 million clicks
Backlighting	
No
Material	
Plastic
Weight	
Approx. 300 g
Dimensions	
Approx. 130 x 125 x 16 mm
Power supply	
2x AAA batteries (not supplied)
Compatibility	
iOS, iPadOS
Other	
Keyboard shortcuts, retractable tablet / phone holder

Price:
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Before: € 19.0035

Now: € 16.00

Gaming, Keyboards
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